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IF YOU GO AWAY by Adele Parks,
Headline Publishing Group, R301

Newly married Vivian Foster is used to
getting what she wants, but when war breaks
out in 1914, her life is turned on its head.
Her husband insists she moves from her
familiar lavish life to manage his rustic
farm in Derbyshire, and we follow her
journey as she forms unlikely friendships
and has to make a choice that could change
life as she knows it. A definite read for fans
of period pieces.

Rating: 3/5 – Wandakahle Khoza

Suttle, Victory International Publishers,
R225

Starting a business can be
a daunting process, but
SHIRLEY ANTHONY has
the perfect guide to help
you. Her book, The New
Entrepreneur, is out now.

Rating: 4/5 – Zamahlasela Gabela

Many business books are theoretical. My book is
simply written and filled with practical examples,
with a strong marketing flavour. Writing allowed me
to share my experience of managing my consulting
business for 21 years and the wisdom of more than
50 successful entrepreneurs I interviewed.

In the sequel to her memoir, Dare to Dream,
Felicia Mabuza-Suttle continues the journey to
realising her dreams. Having lived a colourful
life, the book shows her life in pictures – from
the amazing people she’s met to the lifelong
friends she’s made, her experiences are
captured beautifully. The book is inspired by
these experiences, and aims to encourage those
who want to live their very best life.

MUST
R ea d

PRIVATE SCANDALS by Nora Roberts,
Little Brown Book Group, R338

Another compelling novel from this bestselling
New York-based writer. This time, the setting
is in the volatile world of broadcasting, where
a young Deanna Reynolds finds herself in hot
water with her former mentor, Angela Perkins.
Thrown into the mix is Finn Riley, a journalist
who is instantly attracted to Deanna, but the
only problem is that he’s also Angela’s ex. As
Deanna’s career continues to blossom, she
finds herself in a web of deceit and revenge.

MUSIC

Rating: 4/5 – Zamahlasela Gabela

I’m giving away a free chapter of the book online,
which can be downloaded from my website:
marbreak.co.za/thenewentrepreneur.
One of the people I interviewed is Peter Vundla,
who, with two colleagues, started the first black South
African advertising agency. He said, “You have to stay
the course and take the falls, along with enjoying the
achievements. Just soldier on and believe in yourself.”
I wish I’d written the Harry Potter series – JK Rowling
has an incredible imagination.

OUR FESTIVE PLAYLIST

SPHECTACULA AND DJ NAVES – Kings of the Weekend (Tsakane Ndlovu) HEAVY-K – Respect the Drumboss 2015 (Kgosi
Modisane) TUMI – Return of the King (Lerato Seuoe) TASHA COBBS – For Your Glory (Zamahlasela Gabela ) DBN NYTS – Believe
(Tsakane Ndlovu) MEGHAN TRAINOR FT JOHN LEGEND – Like I’m Gonna Lose You (Percy Matshoba) JESS GLYNNE –
Don’t Be so Hard on Yourself (Jermain Hendricks) ZONKE –Work of Heart (Dudu Mvimbi Leshabane) FETTY WAP – Trap Queen
(Nonhlanhla Khumalo) AKA – Composure (Lucinda Human) TUMI MOGOROSI – Thokozile Queen Mother (Nthabiseng Mofokeng)
BLACK COFFEE FT NAKHANE TOURE –We Dance Again (Siyamthanda Mtshemla) NASTY C – Juice Back by Brian Mahlaba
EUPHONIK FT ZIYON – Moments (Roxanne Francis)
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LIVE YOUR DREAM by Felicia Mabuza-

